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rubber ‘Substitute or synthetic rubber such as the -'I’his invention ;-a means for‘ retaining jour 
in their bearings :against longitudinal move- 

ment and protecting them from ingress‘. of dust 
or water.. ' _ - 

_- The invention ‘is particularly applicable to the 
retention in their v‘sockets 10f the pins which hinge 
together the intermeshing ends of ‘adjacent This is. 

an instance of .a journal in which prevention 
of, longitudinal movement is important and ‘di.f~. 
?cult, and in which protection from water, mud 
and ‘dust is particularly needed in view of the 
severe conditions to which the hinge joint is ex 
posed in use. ‘The invention . is however also 
applicable generally to the retention of pivot ‘or. 
hinge pins in engines ‘and machines and tolkin 
dred uses such as the retention ‘of shafts against 
longitudinal movement in their bearings; for in-.' 
stance to the endwise location of the cam-shaft 
of an internal combustion engine. . V 

The invention consists in the combination with 
the pin ‘or shaft journal and its socket or bear 
ing, the latter having .anannula-r recess or groove 
of V or other section adjacent the desired posi 
tion of the end of the journalyoic a plug of ‘rub 
ber or like resilient material (herein referred to 
as rubber) of a diameter to ?ll the end of the 
socket or bearing and having a collar of a shape 
and size to ?ll the annular recess, the plug being 
of. such size or form that the collar can'be' com 
pressed or otherwise deformed to pass into the 
socket or bearing and expand into‘the annular 
recess. , '1 

'The end of the plug which contacts with the 
pin orv shaft journal should ‘be faced‘with metal. 
‘the surface of which may be rounded to a ,large 
radius to diminish the area of contact. -. 

_ ,A solid plug big enough to ?ll the boremf the 
link socket or bearing will be capable of sun’ 
ci'ent compression and distortion to‘ permit the 
collar to be contracted within the diameter of 
the ‘bore. Alternatively’, the ‘plug may have a 
metal core, and ‘the rubber be reduced to a sleeve, 
engaged with the core so that endwise displacé-_ 
ment is prevented. The depth of rubber may 
then be insufficient to allow the requisite defor— 
mation, and a gap may be left between the rub 
ber and the core near the collar on the sleeve, 
for instance by making the collar a corrugation 
or providing a groove in the sleeve opposite the 
collar, to facilitate the distortion necessary to get 

the plug into position within the bore. In cases where retention of oil in the bearing 

is an important function of the journal retainer 
the resilient material should be an oil-resistant 

1.0. 

material known. under the trade-mark neoprene; 
. The invention isillustrated in the‘ accompany; 
ing ‘drawing in its application "to the retaining of 1‘ 

‘ trackilink pins. ‘ '- ' ' 

' Figures 1, '2 and 3 illustrate vone construction 
of retainer, Figures 1 and .;2:~aisovshowingthe 
to'ol- employed to put theretainer in place, Fig 
urel2 ‘showing the tool in use .for inserting: the‘ 
retainer in a track link, ‘and Figure 3 showing 
the retainer in position in the link.’ ‘ > ' 

figures 4, 5, 6 and’! illustrate other. construe-g 
tionsof retainer. 7 I 

In the ‘form shown in Figures 1 to 3, the re 
tainer has a substantial metal core Litlie inner 
face of which is slightly rounded to contact with, 
the link pin ,2 over :a small area only. Upon this 
core is a ‘sleeve of rubber 3, the sleeve andvcore 

, being engaged one with the other to prevent ,rel~" 
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ative endwise movement/in ‘the construction 
shown the ends of the core are nearly of;the 
full‘diameter of the ‘link socket 4, and may be 
undercut, and the rubber sleeve islocated be 
tween them; addition the sleeve has an inter-. 
nal collar 5 “engaging in ‘a groove in vthe core; 
the sleeve may also be vulcanized to the core. 

. To engage the V groove 8 in the-link ‘socket 4 
the rubber sleeve ‘3 has a collar 1 of ‘similarv ' 
cross section to the groove, Whichthereforepro- - ' 

jectsbeyond the diameter of the socket ‘4. 
' "To put the plug position in the link socket, 
a tool ;8 is provided of the form shown Figures _ 
1 ‘and 2.‘ It is a metal sleeve, the internal diam 
eter of Which is a little less than the diameter 
of the socket 4. The bore of. the sleeve is ?ared 
at one end as seen at 9, tolor beyond the diam-_ 
eter of the collar I. 1At the» other end, fl I, the 
external diameter of the sleeve is reduced to make 
it, asliding ?t in the socket 4. The. retaining 
plug is put in the ?ared‘ end or the tool as seen 
in E'igure 1., and the tool then inserted in the 
socket‘ as seen in Figure -2. ,‘Pressure is then 
exerted ‘upon the plug ‘to. force it through the. ' 
tool into the socket. SJ'I‘o admit of this the collar 
‘I must be compressed and deformed to lie within 
the diameter of the tool and socket. The rubber 
not being very thick in' the radial direction‘could 
notyield su?iciently for this purpose with the. 
collar solid. It is made more yielding byv forming 
the collar 1 as a corrugation in the sleeve in 
stead of as a projection only. Insteadyor in ad 
dition, an annular recess I2 may be formed in 
the core, I in the neighbourhood of the collar 1 
so affording a space into which the rubber can 
be deformed for instance as appears in Figure 2. 



.ing of the sleeve-upon the core. 

2 
When the plug is in position only the centre 

of the core I contacts with the track link pin 
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However, the sleeve 2| may be initially moulded ' 

2 as seen in Figure 3 so that there is little tend- ' 
ency to turn the plug. Endwise pressure of the 
pin 2 upon the plug will compress the rubber 
sleeve and tend to press it the more ?rmly into 
the groove 6.’ 'I'he'formation of the collar 1 as 
a corrugation ensures that endwise pressure of” 
the~pin is converted into outward pressure of the 
rubber upon the V groove. , 
Should it become necessary to;remove-the-plug 

this may be done by the aid of a stirrup with 
a thrust screw in it. The stirrup is engaged with 
the track link and the end of’ the screw is loL 
cated by the countersink I 3‘ in the end of the“ 
core I. - . 

On the vehicles of heavy type more consider 
able forces may be- encountered tending to dis 
place the link hinge pin, and the retaining means 
is therefore made less easily deformable. Gen 
erally speaking this may be done by increasing 
the thickness ofthe sleeve and correspondingly 
diminishing the diameter of the core. .It then 
becomes unnecessary to leave any hollow space 
Within the sleeve or core, the greater thickness 
of rubber being su?‘iciently deformable to render 

' such space unnecessary. 

One example of this is seen in Fig. 4 where 
the core I’ is of considerably less diameter than 
in Figures 1 to 3 relatively. to the diameter of 
the link socket, save atits inner end-which is 
cambered as and for the reason above explained. 
The enlarged ends of the core and a collar 14' 
in the middle of it su?iciently engage the thick 
ened sleeve 3 with the core to prevent lengthwise 
displacement. The collar 15 upon the sleeve 3 is 
in this instance of rounded cross section corre 
sponding to the form of groove in the link socket. 
There is no hollow space beneath it because the 
rubber is of su?'icient depth to admit of the dis 
tortion necessary to get the retainer into place. 

In Figure 5 a construction of retainer is shown 
which has no core at all but only an end plate 
l6 vulcanized to the inner face of the solid rub 
ber plug‘ H. To afford the maximum length of 

in the form shown in Figure 4. . 
I claim: I 

1. Means for retaining a journal in a bearing 
comprising incombination with a bearing hav 
ing an annular groove'on its inner surface adja 
cent the end of the journal, 9, rubber plug of a 
diameter to ?ll tightly the end of the bearing, 

5' ' said plug having a collar of a shape and size to 
. 10 ?ll the annular groove and being deformable to 

- permit thezcollar to be compressed within the 
bore of the bearing to allow of the plug being 

__ brought to a position within the bearing in which 
.its collar registers with and expands into the 
grooverin the bearing. 

7 -2. Journal retaining means according to claim 
1 having a rounded metal surface at the inner 

' end of the rubber plug to contact with the end 
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bearing of the track link pin in its socket the - 
construction may be modi?ed as shown in Fig- ' 

is closely' ure 6 where the simpli?ed end plate I6 
adjacent to the collar l8. 1 ~ 
Where a core is employed it is not essential 

that the rubber sleeve should exhibit an out 
Wardly projecting collar when unstrained. A 
portion‘of it may be made to project by the?plac 

This is illus-' 
trated in Fig. 7 where the core I9 is conically ex 
panded at its inner'end to practically the diameé 
ter of the link socket. The rubber sleeve 2f is 
pressed on to the core until its inwardly project' 
ing collar 22 engages in the groove 23 in the core, 
While its inner end 24 is splayed out by the coned 
part of the core. It is thus made to present a 
rib 24 of V section very much as in Figs. 1 td 3. 

60 

of the journal. 
3. Means for retaining a journal in a bearing 

comprisingin combination with a bearing hav 
ing an annular recess in its inner surface adja 
cent the end of the journal, a metal core of at ' 
least two di?'erent diameters,‘ and a rubber sleeve" 
?tting upon said core and into its part of lesser 
diameter and thereby hinderedvfrom axial dis-' 
placement along said core, said sleeve having a‘ 
collar of a size and shape to ?ll the annular re 
cess in the bearing and capable of distortionsuf 
?cient to permit forcible entry of core and sleeve‘ 
into‘ the bearing. » 1 . 

4. Journal retaining means as claimed in claim 
3 having the inner end of the metal core‘ rounded 
to make only central contact with the journal‘ 
end. - 

5. Journal retaining means as claimed in claim 
3 wherein the collar on the rubber sleeve is'hollow 
to permit of its distortion as claimed. 

6; Journal retaining means as claimed in claim' 
3 wherein-the core is recessed adjacent to the 
collar on the rubber sleeve to'permit of the rub 
her being deformed into said recess’ and ofthe 
collar being thereby temporarily reduced to the 
diameterof the journal. ' _ V 

' '7. Means for retaining 'a journal in a bearing 
comprising incombination with a bearing hav 
ing an annular recess in its inner surface adja 
cent theend of the journal, a metal core of‘less‘ 
diameter than said journal having a median‘ por-’ 
tion of still smaller diameter and' an inner por-i 
tion increasing in diameter towards its end to1 
nearly the diameter of said journal, and a rubber‘ 
sleeve ?tting upon said core, having, an inner rib 
engaging with said median portion of said core, 
to prevent displacement along the core, and exe; 
tending along said expanding inner portion of 
said core so'thatits edge projects-beyond the‘ 
diameter of said journal to the extent and in the 
position to enable it to enter and ?ll the annular‘ 
recess in said bearing. ‘ _ 

JOHN CHARNCJCK. 


